A new, "double helix" quantum computer architecture is proposed wherein the qubits are stored in two, dual physical worlds corresponding to the target versus the control qubit roles of controlled-not and other universal quantum gates.
Model description and physical implementation
Consider the usual "single helix" QC model shown in the top portion of Fig. 1 . Each qubit of the quantum register is stored in a given physical medium (say, a trapped ion or atom). In general, in order to carry out a two-qubit QCG operation between qubits n and m, the quantum state of qubit n will have to be "teleported" first into an alternative physical manifestation in order to open a communication channel between these possibly distant qubits. The latter manifestation will be more suitable for information transfer, e.g., a photon (in atoms trapped in a cavity [2] ), or a phonon (in the usual ion trap models [2] ). Later the quantum information contained in qubit n can be communicated to qubit m via this transitory nth-qubit manifestation. Having accomplished the required communication among the qubits, the conditional logic operation can be carried out via a suitable physical interaction, as shown in the figure (a gate opens). Once the desired QCG operation is completed, qubits n and m will, in general, acquire new quantum information, as (conceptually) illustrated in the figure by changing the qubit colors. However, the corresponding new nth qubit state is still contained in the transitory form; it needs to be transported back (via communication and a final back-"teleportation") into its original physical form. This completes the sequence of actions of a typical two-qubit QCG operation in the usual "single helix" QC model. In this model, the same physical medium is employed to store and manipulate both the target and the control qubit roles in two-qubit QCG operations. This is done with the aid of transitory physical states in between QCGs, which provide communication.
The bottom portion of Fig. 1 conceptually illustrates the main structural and functional aspects of the alternative, "double-helix" QC model.
From an information-content point of view, and more or less like matching DNA-strand pairs, the two dual representations of a given qubit in the register are mirror images of each other. However, physically and functionally, they represent complementary roles of the same quantum information. A particular physical representation of the quantum register's qubits corresponds to "target qubits", whereas a separate, dual physical representation of the same qubits corresponds to "control qubits" in CN or other QCGs. Despite their possible physical difference, and their obvious functional difference (as target versus control qubits in CN logical steps), the two dual representations must contain identical quantum information. Equivalence at all times during the course of quantum computations is enforced in this model by entangling each pair of corresponding dual qubits. The entanglement form is the usual one discussed in connection with quantum error correction [2] . It can be generated during the loading stage of the "double helix" QC as an entanglement-of-formation. Physically, this can be accomplished by means of the usual approach of entangling a given qubit, which contains the desired quantum information, to an initially-generic (non-information-containing) qubit, by means of (loadingstage) CN operations between them. We note, however, that our focus is not the quantum error correction but, instead, a new, possibly more efficient way to carry out the quantum computations by using the additional performance features provided by the proposed qubit duality. In this communication, unitary operations are therefore assumed which identically modify the quantum information contained in both qubit manifestations. In general, a different physical medium, be it, e.g., an atom, an ion, a photon in a cavity, is used to store the qubits in their target qubit versus control qubit roles. This flexibility is pivotal in physically implementing CN operations which may be implemented with the target and control qubits in equal or possibly different physical forms, as required by the particular physical CN gates employed. Furthermore, in this model, one of the two qubit types, i.e., the target or control qubits (say the control qubits), can be physically designed so as to possess extra mobility, whereas the other qubit types (say the target qubits) can remain physically static, stored in a modular, better isolated (and even "coherence-pumped") matrix form, e.g., in a computer chip array. The mobile control qubits can travel as desired to address specific, static target qubits. After each computational step, the states stored in the target and control qubit registers will remain (simultaneously) the same, with no extra quantum operations needed, due to the entanglement-of-formation of the strand-pair. Thus despite the possible physical difference, or the physical separation of the two manifestations, the two will remain mirror images of each other throughout the computational steps. The mobility of the control qubits will enable them to address as quickly and simply as possible any desired target qubit while maintaining the required high level of modularity, isolation and coherence-pumping in the target qubit sites. As the computations proceed, entanglement-of-computation (in addition to the entanglement-of-formation of the initialization stage) will be developed among the different qubits of the register which will be contained in both qubit strands.
The dynamics of a representative quantum computation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 which shows a mobile control strand and a static target strand. The two qubit strands are separated by an isolation layer that prevents unwanted interactions among the qubits. During a given two-qubit QCG operation involving qubit n in the control qubit role and qubit m in the target qubit role, the control strand will move so as to vertically align the control qubit manifestation of qubit n with the target qubit manifestation of qubit m, as shown in the figure. This is a conceptual way of visualizing the communication stage mentioned earlier when we presented the corresponding "single helix" QC model. After the two qubits are vertically aligned, an interaction is enabled between them by the opening of a gate, as shown in the figure. The physical mechanism to physically implement the desired QCG can involve, e.g., the passage of a photon or other particle through the thus-opened channel, as shown in the figure. After this stage is completed, the control and target versions of qubits n and m will be physically contained in both the target and the control strands due to the entanglement-of-formation of all corresponding dual qubits. This key element of the proposed model is emphasized in the figure by employing different, new colors for each qubit after the QCG interaction stage. Thus, after the QCG operation is completed, the mobile control strand is automatically ready to move so as to address the next, programmed, static target qubit, as shown in the figure. This sequence of actions is clearly simpler than its "single helix" QC counterpart since it does not involve the additional restoration stage. Furthermore, due to the implicit presence of the entanglement-offormation with which the equivalent "double helix" is built, there is no need for additional "teleportation" steps, back and forth, between the original and transitory qubit forms. These two "single helix" QC actions are, thus, not necessary in the "double helix" QC case due to the entanglement-of-formation which takes care of any instantaneous communication of the "before-gate" and "after-gate" qubit states from one strand to the other. In this way, the proposed "double helix" QC model has the potential to yield simplicity of function and design, and added computational speed during the actual computations (the time of which must remain small relative to the decoherence times).
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